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ABSTRACT
Who Has My Back? Perceptions of Anti-Racist and Anti-Sexist Allyship Are Predicted by Race,
Gender, and Past Behavior
by
R. Grace Drake
Master of Arts in Psychological and Brain Sciences
Social and Personality Psychology
Washington University in St. Louis, 2022
Calvin K. Lai, Chair
After facing racial or gender discrimination, people often seek support or allyship from others.
However, who will provide effective support or allyship is often uncertain. To understand how
people of color and women navigate this uncertainty, in two studies we randomly assigned
participants to read a series of vignettes about potential allies. In each vignette, a person was
described as either Black, Asian, Hispanic, or White and either a man or woman. Participants
also sometimes learned that the person had a history of allyship behavior. Participants were then
asked to envision that someone made a racist (Study 1) or sexist (Study 2) comment to them and
were asked to rate the extent to which they expected the potential ally would become angry (i.e.,
affective allyship) and take action to support them (i.e., behavioral allyship) in response. We
found that participants anticipated more support from people who shared their racial/ethnic group
(Study 1), were women, and who had demonstrated past allyship behavior (Studies 1 and 2). Our
findings indicate that group-specific stereotypes and shared stigmatization are both important in
perceiving someone to be an ally.
viii

1.

Introduction

In 2019, U.S. congresswomen Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Ayanna Pressley, Rashida Tlaib, and
Ilhan Omar were targeted by a racist remark from the then current U.S. president, Donald
Trump, when he told them to “go back and help fix the totally broken and crime-infested places
from which they came” (Pengelly, 2019). In response, the congresswomen and supporters spoke
out against these comments, highlighting the blatant racial bias and harm caused by the offensive
language. Ocasio-Cortez said: “The country I ‘come from’, and the country we all swear to, is
the United States.” After this incident, the congresswomen may have chosen to seek support
from other people or each other to deal with the incident. In a scenario in which someone
encounters bias, perceptions of who will be an ally may influence who they seek social support
from. In the case of the congresswomen encountering racial bias, they may have chosen to seek
support from individuals sharing their racial or ethnic identity, gender, or from other women of
color. Additionally, the congresswomen could have considered past anti-racist action of potential
allies to determine who would support them.
Discrimination, or differential treatment based on social group membership, is a pervasive
societal problem associated with negative mental and physical health for those targeted (Swim et
al., 2001; Triana et al., 2015). When faced with discrimination, people may choose to seek
support from others, who they may consider to be allies. In our studies, we are interested in who
is perceived to be an ally by individuals facing discrimination. For people encountering
discrimination, the decision of who to turn to may be critical in determining whether they
experience support or denial of their experiences. This is because claiming discrimination often
carries interpersonal risks. Targets of discrimination who attribute negative outcomes to
1

discrimination instead of other factors can be viewed more negatively as a “complainer” (Kaiser
& Miller, 2001, 2003).
At the same time, having supportive allies can be beneficial for individuals targeted by
discrimination. Moser and Branscombe (2021) investigated women’s perceptions of support in a
STEM work context while manipulating the presence or absence of a male ally and a gender
balanced or imbalanced work team. Participants exposed to a gender imbalanced work team with
no male ally anticipated less support from their coworkers than participants exposed to a gender
imbalanced work team with a male ally and both gender balanced work team conditions. In other
words, the presence of a male ally who expressed gender equality support buffered the trend of
anticipating lower support. Moser and Branscombe (2021) also found that both Black and White
women anticipated comparable support, respect, and relatively lower workplace hostility in a
work team with a Black or White male ally present versus no ally present. Researchers have also
demonstrated that confrontations of bias from an ally along with bystander support can help
buffer against the negative impacts of offensive racist and sexist comments for targeted
individuals (Hildebrand et al., 2020). Although claiming discrimination can be costly, having
supportive others is beneficial. Therefore, individuals likely use discretion when determining
who will be an ally when they encounter bias.
We propose that race, ethnicity, gender, and the past behavior of potential allies can serve as
cues that people facing discrimination may use to determine who will support them.
Additionally, not all people facing discrimination are likely to view the same individuals as
allies. Perceptions of support will also depend on perceiver identities, whether the perceiver and
potential ally have shared stigmatized identities, and the type of bias encountered. Before
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understanding to whom people turn to for allyship, it is first useful to explore why people may
turn to others after facing discrimination and how this support can be beneficial.
Discrimination is stressful, and people often seek help from others when experiencing stress.
Carter and Forsyth (2010) recruited Black, Asian American, Latino, American Indian, and
Biracial participants and surveyed their personal experiences with racism as well as their helpseeking tendencies after a discriminatory event. Participants most commonly reported feeling
disrespected, angry, insulted, and disappointed after the event and 78% of participants described
the experience as stressful. Among participants, 57% sought help from others to deal with the
discriminatory experience including friends, family, spouses, colleagues (17% - 41% of the
sample) and professionals (< 10%) while other participants did not report seeking help from
others (43%). However, Carter and Forsyth (2010) did not investigate participants’ decisionmaking process of whether and with whom to seek help nor did they investigate the social
identities (e.g., race/ethnicity, gender) of the individuals they sought help from.
The motivation to seek social support from others in stressful situations, such as when one has
experienced discrimination, can be understood by looking at people’s tendencies for using social
sharing or interpersonal emotion regulation to cope with stress. These strategies of sharing
negative emotions with others (i.e., social sharing) or speaking with someone else with the
specific goal of changing or maintaining one’s own emotions (i.e., interpersonal emotion
regulation) are common tools used when experiencing stress (Rimé, 2009; Zaki & Williams,
2013). For instance, Liu et al., (2021) investigated interpersonal emotion regulation among
participants over two weeks and found that 85% of the sample reported sharing a negative
emotional experience with someone else at least once. Additionally, people who report having
stronger social support systems, and therefore have people to turn to when facing stressful life
3

events, also tend to live longer lives and experience fewer mental and physical health problems
(Taylor, 2011). Therefore, if people perceive that they have friends, colleagues, or loved ones to
support them if they were to encounter stress, which may include discrimination, this may be
beneficial to their ability to cope.

1.1 Factors Influencing Allyship Perceptions
Perceptions of someone’s willingness to provide support may depend on characteristics of the
perceiver and on stereotypes associated with potential allies’ race/ethnicity and gender.
Additionally, because discrimination is a personal experience that occurs within the context of a
group level identity (Schmitt et al., 2003), people coping with discrimination may seek social
support from someone with a shared stigmatized identity, reasoning that they may have had
similar discriminatory experiences in the past and will be able to empathize.

1.1.1 Perceiver Race/Ethnicity and Gender
Characteristics of the person encountering bias may influence their perceptions of supportive
others. Another model that may help in understanding what groups anticipate higher support is
the Racial Position Model (Zou and Cheryan, 2017). The model argues that while Black and
Latino Americans are more likely to experience stereotypes associated with being perceived as
lower status as compared to White and Asian Americans, Latino and Asian Americans are more
likely to encounter bias associated with being perceived as foreign relative to White and Black
Americans. Taking into consideration that groups who perceive similarity in discrimination
experiences are more likely to support each another (Craig and Richeson, 2016), one might
expect that Latino Americans would anticipate higher support on average compared to other
groups due experiencing similar stigmas with more groups (i.e., both Black and Asian
Americans). Looking to trends of seeking social support and gender, women tend to rely on
4

others more so than men (Taylor et al., 2000; Taylor, 2011), which could result in women as
compared to men perceiving more people to be supportive allies.

1.1.2 Group-Specific Stereotypes
People may also use racial and gender stereotypes when considering whether another person will
provide social support after they experience discrimination. There is evidence to suggest that
people of color may view other allies of color and White allies as distinct. Brown and Ostrove
(2013) asked undergraduate students of color to share their perceptions of allies of color of a
different racial or ethnic group than their own and White allies, among individuals they
personally knew. They found that participants perceived allies of color to be more willing to
engage in racial issues as compared to White allies. These findings suggest that potential allies of
color relative to White potential allies could be perceived as more willing to provide support.
However, the researchers did not compare perceptions between racial/ethnic minority groups for
perceivers or allies.
Past research has also demonstrated that perceivers view emotions of expressors in a way that is
consistent with racial stereotypes, which may be relevant for perceiving whether individuals will
become upset or angry enough to take action after discrimination. Hugenberg (2005) found that
European American participants were quicker to categorize Black faces as having an angry
expression as compared to White faces with an angry expression. In the context of stereotypes
about activists against racial injustice, Black activists were also stereotyped as more angry than
White activists (Burrows et al., 2021). Additionally, Adam and Shirako (2013) reported that
predominately European American participants stereotyped East Asians as less emotionally
expressive relative to European Americans and Hispanics, with no significant differences
between ratings for European Americans and Hispanics in emotional expressiveness. Although
5

these studies were limited by studying predominately White participants, there is reason to
believe these cultural stereotypes may generally hold for all perceivers, and therefore influence
perceptions of a potential allies’ anger and willingness to take action in response to a
discriminatory racist or sexist incident.
Additional gender-related stereotypes may also influence perceptions of allyship. For example,
women, more so than men, are commonly leaned on for general social support (Taylor et al.,
2000; Taylor, 2011). Babbitt et al. (2018) additionally found that Black participants perceived
White women to be less racially biased relative to White men, which suggests that perceptions of
support could vary by stereotypes of both race/ethnicity and gender.

1.1.3 Shared Stigmatization
In a situation in which a person of color experiences racism or a women experiences sexism,
these targeted individuals may choose to seek support from people who share their stigmatized
identity. The Rejection Identification Model proposes that when people with stigmatized
identities experience discrimination, this leads to an increase in identification with one’s own
stigmatized identity, which leads to a rejection of the dominant group (Branscombe et al., 1999).
Experiencing discrimination could therefore lead to seeking support within one’s own ingroup,
thereby potentially reducing anticipated support from others. However, whether someone else is
viewed as an ingroup or outgroup member may be context or person dependent, especially when
considering both intersectional and coalitional perspectives on group identity.
Using an intersectional lens, we can consider how multiple dimensions of stigmatization may
interact to produce distinct experiences for people with marginalized identities and as well as
how these experiences influence allyship perceptions (Crenshaw, 1990). A shared stigmatized
identity could be race, ethnicity, or gender in the context of experiencing racism or sexism. For
6

example, if an Asian woman experiences sexism, we could ask whether she will view another
Asian woman as more supportive than a White woman, considering she has multiple stigmatized
identities shared with the Asian woman. Identity consists of a multitude of factors which may be
relevant to allyship perception.
In the realm of coalitional perspective on identity, Craig and Richeson (2016) proposed that
individuals with a particular stigmatized identity choose to support or derogate individuals with
another stigmatized identity will depend on factors including intergroup contact, perceived goal
similarity, and perceived similarity in discrimination experiences. Therefore, if targets of
discrimination do perceive potential allies as having some shared experience of having
encountered discrimination, they may also anticipate higher support from those potential allies.
However, Craig and Richeson (2016) also argue that the dimension of stigmatization plays an
important role, in that people with stigmatized identities along the same dimension of identity
(e.g., Black and Latino men) may anticipate more support from each other than a group with a
differently stigmatized identity (e.g., White women). Returning to the Racial Position Model,
one might also expect groups that experience similar negative stereotypes to experience higher
support from one another relative to other racial and ethnic groups (e.g., Black Americans would
anticipate more support from Latino Americans as compared to Asian and White Americans).
Keeping in mind that perceptions of ingroup and outgroup identities is complex, the perception
that a potential ally shares one’s identity or identities plays an important role in perceiving that
individual to be supportive.

1.1.4 Past Behavior
Considering that past behavior tends to predict future behavior (Ouellette & Wood, 1998),
people with stigmatized identities may use a record of past anti-racist or anti-sexist behavior as
7

an indicator of whether a person will support them after they experience discrimination. In a
review of allyship behaviors in the workplace, Salter & Migliaccio (2019) identified three
domains of behavior that are critical to support marginalized individuals and to combat
discrimination. The first, knowledge and awareness, consists of self-education about
discrimination that stigmatized groups face and acknowledging one’s own social privilege. The
second, communication and confrontation, entails being willing to engage with others by
discussing the importance of addressing existing inequality and confronting bias in everyday life.
The third domain, action and advocacy, includes behaviors such attending protests, signing
petitions, as well as donating time and money to anti-discrimination causes. People with
stigmatized identities may consider all three forms of allyship behavior in determining whether
someone will be an ally in the future.
There is also evidence to suggest that the past behavior of ingroup and outgroup members will be
perceived somewhat differently. Moy & Ng (1996) found that participants perceived past
discriminatory behavior in the form of unequal resource allocation as less likely to be the actions
of their own novel ingroup (e.g., the red team) as compared to a novel outgroup, suggesting that
people place more trust in their ingroup relative to outgroups and this trust impacts the
perceptions of their behavior. Based on this evidence, perceivers may view the behavior of
ingroup and outgroup members differently.

1.2 Overview of the Present Research
In the current work we were interested in whether the race/ethnicity, gender, and past behavior of
a potential ally influences allyship perceptions. In Study 1 we investigated Black, Hispanic, and
Asian participants’ perceptions of allies in a context in which they were imagining having
experienced racial bias, whereas in Study 2, we investigated women’s perceptions of allies after
8

experiencing gender bias. In both studies, participants read a variety of vignettes in which we
manipulated the race/ethnicity, gender, and past behavior of a potential ally. After each vignette,
we asked participants the extent to which they would anticipate support from each person if they
were to experience discrimination. In Study 1, we specifically tested whether Black, Hispanic,
and Asian participants anticipated different levels of support and whether anticipated support
varied between male and female participants. We also tested whether perceived support was
influenced by race/ethnicity and gender-specific stereotypes of potential allies, shared
stigmatization (shared race/ethnicity or gender), or past allyship behavior.

9

2.

Study 1 Method

2.1 Participants
Participants volunteered to complete the study on the Project Implicit research website
(https://implicit.harvard.edu). We aimed to recruit approximately 300 participants from three
racial or ethnic groups (Black, Hispanic, and Asian) based on our pre-registered plan to collect
900 usable participant responses in order to have 80% power to detect an effect size of f2 =
.00874 for a single regression coefficient in a linear multiple regression with 15 predictors.
Participants were eligible if they were 18 or older, identified as a U.S. resident or citizen and as
monoracial/ethnic Black, Hispanic, or Asian. We collected 1225 participants and excluded 282
participants for leaving the study before completing the primary measures, five participants for
declining to respond to all primary measures, and seven participants for missing data due to
technological issues.
The final sample (N = 931) included 316 participants identifying as Black or African American,
311 participants identifying as Hispanic, Latino or Spanish Origin, and 304 participants
identifying as Asian. The sample was 66.2% female, 30.7% male, 2.1% other gender identities,
and 0.9% of participants did not report gender. Participant mean age was 34.2 years (SD = 13.9).
Ideologically, 53.2% identified as liberal, 28.1% identified as moderate, 14.6% identified as
conservative, and 4.1% did not report their political ideology.

2.2 Procedure
After consenting, participants were told that they would be asked about their perceptions about
people. Participants were then randomly assigned to complete two of four potential blocks of
10

questions assessing their perceived likelihood that an imagined acquaintance would support them
if someone were to make an offensive comment about their race (for Black and Asian
participants) or ethnicity (for Hispanic participants). The four potential blocks included vignettes
mentioning that their imagined acquaintance – their potential ally – had taken part in one of
various types of allyship behavior including education, interpersonal action, or political action.
Alternatively, they were told about the potential ally without any mention of past allyship
behavior. For each block, participants were asked to report the likelihood of support for potential
allies with eight different identity combinations (Black, Hispanic, Asian, or White; man or
woman). This resulted in 16 total vignettes each for the education, interpersonal action, or
political action blocks (two different behaviors per block) and eight vignettes for the no past
behavior block. After completing two blocks of questions, participants completed several
exploratory measures: the Black-White Race Attitude Implicit Association Test, the Modified
Everyday Discrimination Scale, and one item assessing subjective socio-economic status.
Participants were then debriefed.

2.3 Materials
2.3.1 Potential Ally Vignettes
In each of the four possible question blocks, participants were asked to imagine that they have an
acquaintance who is either described as Black, Hispanic, Asian, or White and as either as a
woman or a man, resulting in eight possible identity combinations randomly presented within
subjects for each past behavior (e.g., “Imagine you had an acquaintance who was an Asian
woman”).
Following the sentence mentioning the imagined acquaintance’s race/ethnicity and gender,
participants were either told about the person’s past allyship behavior or nothing at all (i.e., no
11

sentence about past behavior was present). When participants were randomly assigned to learn
about past allyship behavior, they learned that their imagined acquaintance had either selfeducated themselves about discrimination that the participants’ racial or ethnic group
experiences currently in the U.S. or throughout history (i.e., education), participates in
discussions about inclusivity or confronts offensive comments (i.e., interpersonal action), or
attends political protests or donates their time and money to organizations to support the
participants’ racial or ethnic ingroup (i.e., political action). Alternatively, in the no past behavior
block condition, no information was mentioned about the potential ally’s past behavior. The
various allyship behaviors that the potential allies were described as having taken part in where
developed based on Salter and Migliaccio's (2019) review of supportive allyship behaviors.
More specifically, in the education block, participants were told that their acquaintance has
educated him or herself about discrimination that the participant’s racial or ethnic group (Black,
Hispanic, or Asian people) experience either currently in the United States or throughout
American history (e.g., “She informs herself about how Hispanic people have been discriminated
against throughout the course of American history”).
In the interpersonal action block, participants were told that their acquaintance participants in
discussions about how to be more inclusive to the participants’ racial or ethnic group at work or
that the acquaintance confronts offensive comments in person an online that they hear about the
participant’s racial or ethnic group (e.g., “He confronts offensive comments about Black people
he hears in person or sees online”).
In the political action block, participants were told that their acquaintance either attends political
protests advocating for racial justice for the participant’s racial or ethnic group or donates their
12

time and money to organizations to support the participants’ racial or ethnic group (e.g., “She
donates her time and money to organizations that support Asian people in her community.”).
All participants were randomly presented with two of four potential blocks of vignettes
(education, interpersonal action, political action, or no behavior). All vignettes within each block
were presented in random order.

2.3.2 Dependent Measure
Perceived Support
After each potential ally vignette, participants were asked two questions to assess the extent to
which they anticipated that each potential ally would support them if they were to experience
racial or ethnic discrimination. To assess perceptions that potential allies would respond
emotionally on the participant’s behalf we asked: “What is the likelihood that [she/he] would
become angry on your behalf if someone made an offensive comment to you based on your
[race/ethnicity]?” The question was measured on a 5-point scale of -2 (Extremely unlikely) to 2
(Extremely likely). To assess perceptions that the potential ally would take action to support the
participant we asked: “What is the likelihood that [she/he] would take action to support you if
someone made an offensive comment to you based on your [race/ethnicity]?” The question was
also measured on a 5-point scale of -2 (Extremely unlikely) to 2 (Extremely likely). Responses to
these two questions were averaged together to form the perceived support outcome variable (ω =
.90). We developed these questions to probe perceptions that someone would become angry and
take action because anger about inequality and willingness to take action to reduce inequality
have been associated in past studies (Gill & Matheson, 2006; Leach et al., 2006; Radke et al.,
2020).
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2.3.3 Exploratory Measures
The following measures were included for exploratory purposes. Exploratory analyses involving
the Modified Everyday Discrimination Scale are reported in the results, but analyses including
the Race Implicit Association Test and MacArthur Scale of Subjective Social Status have not
been conducted for this report.
Black-White Race Attitude Implicit Association Test (IAT)
Participants completed an Implicit Association Test (Greenwald et al., 1998) assessing the
relative strength of implicit associations for Black and White faces with good and bad words
(e.g., peace, laughter, evil, hurt). Participants were asked to sort images of Black and White faces
and good or bad words to the left or right of the screen as quickly as they could while
maintaining accuracy. In the first block of 20 trials, participants categorized images of Black
faces and White faces to the categories “Black People” and “White People” on either side of the
screen. In the second block of 20 trials, participants categorized good and bad words to the left or
right of the screen. In the third block (20 trials) and fourth block (40 trials), participants were
asked to sort the images of Black and White faces and good and bad words to the left or right of
the screen. Participants were randomly assigned to pair “Black people” with good words and
“White people” with bad words or the reverse. In the fifth block (30 trials) participants then
sorted images of Black and White faces after the categories had changed sides of the screen. In
the sixth block (20 trials) and final seventh block (40 trails), participants sorted the images and
words with the opposite pairing than they had previously encountered. Implicit racial preferences
for White vs. Black people were scored using the D2 algorithm, which compares reaction times
for sorting for trials where good words were paired with “Black People” and bad words was
paired with “White People” against reaction times for trials where bad words were paired with
“Black People” and good words were paired with “White People” (Greenwald et al., 2003).
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Modified Everyday Discrimination Scale
Participants completed an eight-item scale to assess severity of experiences with discrimination
based on race and ethnicity (example item: In the past 12 months, how often have you been
treated with less respect than other people because of your race/ethnicity?) (original scale:
Williams et al., 1997; modified scale: Kim et al., 2014). The scale was highly reliable (ω = .92),
and reliability was consistent across participant racial/ethnic groups (ω = .88-.92).
MacArthur Scale of Subjective Social Status (Adler et al., 2000)
To assess subjective socio-economic status, participants were asked to place themselves on a
ladder with 10 rungs (scale: 1-10), representing where people stand in the United States, with
those who have the most money, best education, and most respected jobs at the top and those
with the least money, least education, and least respected job or no job at the bottom.
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3.

Study 1 Results

We conducted linear mixed models with maximum likelihood fit to best assess differences based
on participants characteristics, potential ally manipulations, and their interactions. Analyses were
preregistered as ordinary least squares (OLS) multiple regression analyses, but due to the
dependencies present in the data, we shifted our analyses to use mixed models (preregistration:
https://osf.io/8br4p/?view_only=e2873297fbe94a2097790fe24919c4ef). With the outcome
variable items of anger and take action averaged together, the intraclass correlation for a model
with participants as the random intercept and no predictors included was .363, indicating that
36.3% of the variance in the outcome of perceptions of support was between participants and
63.6% of the variance in perceptions of support was within participants’ responses. In addition to
conducting analyses with the perceptions of support items of perceived supportive anger and
perceived supportive action averaged, we planned to also conduct analyses with the items as
separate outcome variables. Because the two items had high reliability, to avoid redundancy we
focus the results here on only the aggregated outcome of the two items. Preregistered analyses
using OLS multiple regression that do not account for the multilevel data structure as well as
analyses conducted separately for the two outcome variable items are not included in this
master’s thesis manuscript and will be included in a supplement written in the future.
For all models reported we included a random intercept of participant. As a rule, when including
predictors in the model that were manipulated within subjects (i.e., potential ally race/ethnicity,
gender, or past behavior), we also included a random slope of participant by the within subject
predictor so that the models could take into account that the effects from the within subjects’
predictors could vary across participants. If models did not converge with all random slopes
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entered for within subjects predictors, we followed recommendations outlined by

Brown

(2021) to first adjust optimizers. If no optimizers resolved convergence problems, we adjusted
the random effect structure to remove a within subject predictor by participant slope estimate.
We note which models needed random effect structure adjustments throughout. Model estimated
(adjusted) means and standard errors are reported. We report likelihood ratio tests with chi
square values to compare full (hypothesized) models to reduced models in order to determine
whether the predictors explain significant variance, as recommended by Brown (2021). We
report R2 following calculations recommendations by Johnson (2014) for mixed models.
Analyses were conducted in R (R Core Team, 2021) with lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), afex
(Singmann et al., 2021), and emmeans packages (Lenth et al., 2022).

3.1 Perceiver Race/Ethnicity and Gender
We first tested whether participants’ racial/ethnic group and gender predicted differences in
average levels of perceived support from allies. With a model including participant race or
ethnicity as a predictor (χ2(2) = 11.99, p = .002; See Table 1), we found that Hispanic
participants reported higher levels of average perceived support (M = 0.81, SE = 0.03) than
Black participants (M = 0.66, SE = 0.03; MD = -0.16, SE = 0.05, z = -3.42, p = .002). Asian
participants’ average perceived support (M = 0.76, SE = .03) fell in between the other two groups
and was not significantly different than either (Asian-Black: p = .054; Asian-Hispanic: p = 0.23)
For all post hoc tests, we used Holm adjustments for multiple tests.
To assess whether participant gender predicted average levels of perceived support we included
gender as a dichotomous variable (female or male) in a separate model. We found no differences
between women (M = 0.73, SE = 0.02) and men (M = 0.76, SE = 0.03) in average levels of
perceived support (χ2(1) = 0.57, p = .45; See Table 2).
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Table 1
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant
Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.76*
0.03
0.69, 0.82
Black
-0.10*
0.05
-0.20, -0.01
Hispanic
0.06
0.05
-0.04, 0.15
2
σ
0.56
ICC
0.36
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
2
R
0.005
Note. Asian participants are the reference group (dummy coded as
0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
Table 2
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant
Gender
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.76*
0.03
0.69, 0.83
woman
-0.03
0.04
-0.11, 0.05
2
σ
0.56
ICC
0.37
Nparticipant
903
Observations
25058
R2
< 0.001
Note. Male participants are the reference group (dummy coded as 0).
b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

3.2 Group-Specific Stereotypes
We next tested whether perceptions of support varied based on potential ally characteristics of
race/ethnicity and gender. To evaluate whether the potential ally manipulations of race/ethnicity
and gender influenced participant perceived support, we first entered potential ally race/ethnicity
into the model as a dichotomous predictor coded as person of color (POC, including Black,
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Hispanic, and Asian identities) or White. We found a significant effect of potential ally
race/ethnicity (χ2(1) = 325.60, p < .001; See Table 3). Participants anticipated more support from
people of color (M = 0.84, SE = 0.02) as compared to White people as potential allies (M = 0.46,
SE = 0.03). When separately entering potential ally race/ethnicity in the model coded as Black,
Hispanic, Asian, or White, we found potential ally race/ethnicity was again a significant
predictor of perceived support (χ2(3) = 426.05, p < .001; See Table 4). Averaging across
participants, the highest level of support was anticipated from Black potential allies (M = 1.08,
SE = 0.02), followed by Hispanic (M = 0.83, SE = 0.02), Asian (M = 0.60, SE = 0.03), and White
potential allies (M = 0.46, SE = 0.03). All groups had significantly different ratings from other
groups (all ps < .001).
Table 3
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally
Race/Ethnicity (POC or White)
Predictors
(Intercept)

b
0.84*

SE
0.02

95% CI
0.80, 0.87

White

-0.37*

0.02

-0.41, -0.34

σ2

0.49

ICC

0.43

Nparticipant

931

Observations
2

R

25858
0.029

Note. Potential allies of color are the reference group (dummy coded
as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 4
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally
Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.60*
0.03
0.55, 0.65
Black

0.47*

0.03

0.42, 0.53

Hispanic

0.23*

0.02

0.18, 0.27

White

-0.14*

0.02

-0.18, -0.10

σ

2

0.34

ICC

0.60

Nparticipant

931

Observations
2

R

25858
0.061

Note. Asian potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

We then separately tested whether the manipulated gender of the potential allies was a significant
predictor of perceived support. We found that participants anticipated more support from women
(M = 0.80, SE = 0.02) as compared to men as potential allies (M = 0.69, SE = 0.02; (χ2(1) =
144.58, p < .001; See Table 5).
We then tested whether perceived support from potential allies could be predicted from the
interaction of potential ally race/ethnicity and gender. The interaction was significant (χ2(3) =
22.48, p < .001); See Table 6 and Figure 1. Follow up tests revealed that participants anticipated
the most support from Black women (M = 1.13, SE = 0.02), followed by Black men (M = 1.02,
SE = 0.02), Hispanic women (M = 0.88, SE = 0.02), Hispanic men (M = 0.78, SE = 0.02), Asian
women (M = 0.64, SE = 0.03), Asian men (M = 0.57, SE = 0.03), White women (M = 0.54, SE =
0.03), and White men (M = 0.38, SE = 0.03). All groups had significantly different ratings (ps <
.001) except perceptions of Asian men and White women (p = .37).
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Table 5
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally
Gender
Predictors
(Intercept)

b
0.69*

SE
0.02

95% CI
0.65, 0.72

woman

0.11*

0.01

0.09, 0.13

σ2

0.56

ICC

0.37

Nparticipant

931

Observations
2

R

25858
0.004

Note. Male potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as
0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Table 6
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and Gender
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.57*
0.03
0.51, 0.62
Black
0.45*
0.03
0.39, 0.51
Hispanic
0.21*
0.02
0.16, 0.26
White
-0.19*
0.02
-0.23, -0.14
woman
0.07*
0.02
0.04, 0.10
Black:woman
0.04*
0.02
0.00, 0.08
Hispanic:woman
0.03
0.02
-0.01, 0.07
White:woman
0.09*
0.02
0.05, 0.13
2
σ
0.33
ICC
0.61
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.065
Note. Asian and male potential allies are the reference groups (dummy coded as 0). b values are
unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 1
Anticipated Support Predicted from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and Gender
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-3 = Extremely unlikely to 3 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Points represent means with 95% confidence intervals

3.3 Shared Stigmatization
Next, we evaluated whether shared (stigmatized) identities between the perceiver and the
potential ally influenced anticipated support by evaluating shared race/ethnicity and gender.
We first tested whether the participant and the potential ally having the same race/ethnicity (e.g.,
a Hispanic participant rating a Hispanic potential ally) relative to a different race/ethnicity would
predict perceived support. Participants anticipated more support from potential allies of a shared
race/ethnicity (M = 1.16, SE = 0.02) as compared to potential allies of a different racial or ethnic
group (M = 0.60, SE = 0.02; χ2(1) = 446.80, p < .001; See Table 7).
We then tested whether there were differences between ratings for potential allies of shared
racial/ethnic identity, other potential allies of color, and White potential allies. Potential allies
with the same race/ethnicity as the participant were perceived as most supportive (M = 1.16, SE
= 0.02), followed by other potential allies of color (not sharing the participant's race/ethnicity)
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(M = 0.67, SE = 0.02) and then by White potential allies (M = 0.46, SE = 0.03; χ2(2) = 475.42, p
< .001; See Table 8). All groups' ratings were significantly different from each other (all ps <
.001).

Table 7
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Same or Different
Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.60*
0.02
0.56, 0.64
Same race/ethnicity
0.56*
0.02
0.52, 0.61
2
σ
0.42
ICC
0.49
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.067
Note. Potential allies of different racial/ethnic groups relative to the participants are
the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression
coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence
intervals.

Table 8
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity:
Same Race/Ethnicity, other People of Color or White
Predictors
(Intercept)
Same race/ethnicity
White
σ2
ICC
Nparticipant
Observations
R2

b
0.67*
0.49*
-0.21*
0.38
0.54
931
25858
0.075

SE
0.02
0.02
0.02

95 % CI
0.63, 0.71
0.45, 0.54
-0.24, -0.17

Note. Other potential allies of color are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant
effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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We then asked whether perceptions of support based on potential ally race/ethnicity would
depend on participant race/ethnicity. The interaction was significant (χ2(6) = 641.44, p < .001;
See Table 9 and Figure 2). Participants generally perceived potential allies of their shared
race/ethnicity as most supportive and then participants viewed Black potential allies as most
supportive followed by Hispanic, Asian, and White potential allies. For Black participants, Black
people were perceived as most supportive (M = 1.40, SE = 0.04) followed by Hispanic people (M
= 0.63, SE = 0.04), and then by White people (M = 0.30, SE = 0.04) and Asian people (M = 0.29,
SE = 0.04). For Black participants, all differences were significant (ps < .001) except between
White and Asian potential allies (p = 1.00). For Hispanic participants, Hispanic potential allies
were perceived as most supportive (M = 1.15, SE = 0.04), followed by Black potential allies (M
= 0.98, SE = 0.04), then by Asian potential allies (M = 0.60, SE = 0.04) and White potential
allies (M = 0.53, SE = 0.04). All differences were significant (ps < .001) except between Asian
and White potential allies (p = .60). For Asian participants, Asian potential allies (M = 0.93, SE
= 0.04) and Black potential allies (M = 0.84, SE = 0.04) were perceived as most supportive
followed by Hispanic potential allies (M = 0.71, SE = 0.04), and then by White potential allies
(M = 0.56, SE = 0.04). For Asian participants, all differences were significant (ps < .002) except
between Asian and Black potential allies (p = .21).
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Table 9
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant and Potential Ally
Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.93*
0.04
0.85, 1.02
Black participants
-0.64*
0.06
-0.76. -0.52
Hispanic participants
-0.34*
0.06
-0.45, -0.22
Black allies
-0.10*
0.04
-0.18, -0.02
Hispanic allies
-0.22*
0.03
-0.29, -0.15
White allies
-0.37*
0.04
-0.44, -0.30
Black participants:Black allies
1.20*
0.06
1.09, 1.31
Hispanic participants:Black allies
0.48*
0.06
0.37, 0.60
Black participants:Hispanic allies
0.56*
0.05
0.46, 0.66
Hispanic participants:Hispanic allies
0.78*
0.05
0.68, 0.87
Black participants:White allies
0.39*
0.05
0.29, 0.49
Hispanic participants:White allies
0.31*
0.05
0.21, 0.41
2
σ
0.34
ICC
0.57
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.115
Note. Asian participants and Asian potential allies are the reference groups
(dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients.
Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 2
Anticipated Support Predicted from Participant Race/Ethnicity and Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-2 = Extremely unlikely to 2 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Points represent means with 95% confidence intervals.

Next, we separately tested whether the participant and the potential ally having the same gender
(e.g., female participant rating female potential ally) or a different gender would predict
perceptions of support. Potential allies with the same gender as the participant (M = 0.78, SE =
0.02) were perceived as more supportive than potential allies with a different gender (M = 0.71,
SE = 0.02; χ2(1) = 47.66, p < .001; See Table 10).
To further understand whether both men and women perceived a same-gender potential ally as
more supportive, we then conducted a 2 (participant gender) by 2 (potential ally gender)
exploratory analysis. To get this model to converge, we had to simplify the random effect to only
estimate random intercepts. Although there was a significant interaction (χ2(1) = 8.14, p = .004;
See Table 11), both women and men perceived women to be more supportive than men (women:
MWomen = 0.79, MMen = 0.66, b = 0.13, SE = 0.01, z = 11.52, p < .001) ; men: MWomen = 0.80, MMen
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= 0.72, b = 0.07, SE = 0.04, z = 4.38, p < .001). The interaction revealed that men perceived
women as more supportive as compared to how women perceived men (b = -0.13, SE = 0.04, z =
-3.01, p = 0.016). Overall, this analysis revealed that women were driving the effect of
perceiving same-gender potential allies as more supportive relative to different-gender potential
allies.

Table 10
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Same or Different Gender
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.71*
0.02
0.67, 0.75
Same gender
0.07*
<0.01
0.05, 0.09
2
σ
0.56
ICC
0.37
Nparticipant
923
Observations
25650
2
R
0.001
Note. Potential allies of a different gender relative to the participant are the reference
group (dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients.
Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Table 11
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant and Potential Ally
Gender
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.72*
0.04
0.65, 0.79
female participants
-0.06
0.04
-0.15, 0.02
female allies
0.07*
0.02
0.04, 0.11
female participants:female allies
0.06*
0.02
0.02, 0.10
σ2
0.55
ICC
0.37
Nparticipant
903
Observations
25058
R2
0.004
Note. Male participants and male potential allies are the reference groups (dummy
coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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We next explored whether participants’ past experiences with racism as measured by the
Modified Everyday Discrimination Scale moderated the effect of potential ally race/ethnicity. To
understand trends for each group uniquely, we ran analyses separately for Black, Hispanic, and
Asian participant groups. For Black participants, we found a significant interaction of everyday
discrimination and potential ally race/ethnicity (χ2(3) = 23.57, p < .001; See Table 12 and Figure
3). A one unit increase in everyday discrimination for Black participants was associated with no
significant differences in anticipated support from Black potential allies (b = 0.06) but a
significant decrease in anticipated support from Asian (b = -0.13), Hispanic (b = -0.17), and
White potential allies (b = -0.24). The slopes of the lines predicting anticipated support for Black
and Asian potential allies were significantly different (b = 0.19, SE = 0.07, p = 0.004) as were the
slopes of the lines predicting support from Asian and White potential allies (b = -0.11, SE = 0.05,
p = 0.02).
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Table 12
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and
Everyday Discrimination for Black Participants
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.33*
0.05
0.23, 0.43
Black
1.04*
0.06
0.93, 1.15
Hispanic
0.34*
0.04
0.27, 0.41
White
0.05
0.04
-0.03, 0.12
EDS
-0.13*
0.06
-0.25, -0.02
Black:EDS
0.19*
0.07
0.06, 0.32
Hispanic:EDS
-0.04
0.04
-0.13, 0.04
White:EDS
-0.11*
0.05
-0.20, -0.01
σ2
0.39
ICC
0.55
Nparticipant
287
Observations
8131
R2
0.201
Note. Asian potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). The Everyday
Discrimination Scale (EDS) is mean centered. b values are unstandardized regression
coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3
Anticipated Supported Predicted from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and Everyday
Discrimination for Black Participants
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-2 = Extremely unlikely to 2 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Lines represent means levels with 95% confidence intervals. Participant
Everyday Discrimination Scale scores are mean centered at 0.
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For Hispanic participants, we also found a significant interaction of everyday discrimination and
potential ally race/ethnicity (χ2(3) = 15.85, p = .001; See Figure 4 and Table 13). A one unit
increase in everyday discrimination for Hispanic participants was associated with no differences
in anticipated support from Hispanic (b = 0.03), Black (b = 0.05) and Asian potential allies (b = 0.00) but was associated with a significant decrease in anticipated support from White potential
allies (b = -0.15). The slopes of the lines predicting anticipated support from Asian and White
potential allies were significantly different (b = -0.15, SE = 0.05, p = 0.002).
Table 13
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and
Everyday Discrimination for Hispanic Participants
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.58*
0.05
0.49, 0.67
Black
0.40*
0.04
0.33, 0.48
Hispanic
0.57*
0.04
0.49, 0.65
White
-0.09*
0.04
-0.16, -0.02
EDS
-0.00
0.06
-0.12, 0.12
Black:EDS
0.05
0.05
-0.04, 0.15
Hispanic:EDS
0.03
0.06
-0.08, 0.14
White:EDS
-0.15*
0.05
-0.24, -0.05
2
σ
0.33
ICC
0.60
Nparticipant
288
Observations
7854
2
R
0.084
Note. Asian potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). The Everyday
Discrimination Scale (EDS) is mean centered. b values are unstandardized regression
coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 4
Anticipated Supported Predicted from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and Everyday
Discrimination for Hispanic Participants
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-2 = Extremely unlikely to 2 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Lines represent means levels with 95% confidence intervals. Participant
Everyday Discrimination Scale scores are mean centered at 0.
For Asian participants, we again found a significant interaction of everyday discrimination and
potential ally race/ethnicity (χ2(3) = 23.57, p < .001; See Figure 5 and Table 14). A one unit
increase in everyday discrimination for Asian participants was associated with no differences in
anticipated support from Asian (b = 0.03), Black (b = 0.04), or Hispanic potential allies (b =
0.05) but was associated with a significant decrease in anticipated support from White potential
allies (b = -0.15). The slopes of the lines predicting anticipated support for Black and Asian
potential allies were significantly different (b = 0.19, SE = 0.07, p = 0.004) as were the slopes of
the lines predicting support from Asian and White potential allies (b = -0.11, SE = 0.05, p =
0.02).
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Table 14
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and
Everyday Discrimination for Asian Participants
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.95*
0.04
0.86, 1.03
Black
-0.09*
0.04
-0.16, -0.01
Hispanic
-0.22*
0.03
-0.28, -0.15
White
-0.42*
0.04
-0.50, -0.33
EDS
0.03
0.07
-0.10, 0.17
Black:EDS
0.01
0.06
-0.10, 0.13
Hispanic:EDS
0.02
0.05
-0.09, 0.12
White:EDS
-0.19*
0.07
-0.32, -0.06
σ2
0.31
ICC
0.55
Nparticipant
285
Observations
7955
R2
0.033
Note. Asian potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). The Everyday
Discrimination Scale (EDS) is mean centered. b values are unstandardized regression
coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 5
Anticipated Supported Predicted from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and Everyday
Discrimination for Asian Participants
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-2 = Extremely unlikely to 2 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Lines represent means levels with 95% confidence intervals. Participant
Everyday Discrimination Scale scores are mean centered at 0.
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3.4 Allyship Behavior
We then tested whether the type of past allyship behavior of the potential ally predicted
perceptions of support, with past allyship behavior coded as education, interpersonal action,
political action, or no behavior. We found that participants rated potential allies as most
supportive when the potential allies were described as taking part in political action, followed by
interpersonal action, education, and no information conditions (χ2(3) = 203.14, p < .001); See
Table 15 for model coefficients and Table 16 for model predicted means). All post hoc
differences were significant (ps < .001).

Table 15
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Past
Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.48*
0.03
0.43, 0.54
Education
0.17*
0.03
0.12, 0.22
Interpersonal Action
0.30*
0.03
0.24, 0.36
Political Action
0.44*
0.03
0.38, 0.50
2
σ
0.49
ICC
0.44
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
2
R
0.025
Note. No information is the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Table 16
Model Predicted Means for Perceived Support from Potential Ally Past
Behavior
Past Behavior
N
M
SE
No information
3648
0.48
0.03
Education
7110
0.65
0.03
Interpersonal Action
7451
0.79
0.03
Political Action
7649
0.92
0.03
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We then asked whether the specific allyship behavior of the potential allies would predict
perceived support. Among the seven individual vignettes, participants rated potential allies as
most supportive when their past behavior included participating in protests (political), followed
by donating time and money to organizations (political), confronting offensive comments
(interpersonal), participating in discussions at work about inclusion (interpersonal), educating
themselves about racial discrimination occurring in the present (education) and the past
(education), and finally, potential allies with no past allyship information mentioned were rated
the lowest (M = 0.50, SE = 0.98; χ2(6) = 357.09, p < .001); See Table 17 for model coefficients
and Table 18 for model predicted means). There were no significant differences in ratings
between donating time and money to organizations and confronting offensive comments (p =
1.00), educating oneself about racial discrimination occurring in the past versus in the present (p
= 1.00), or participating in discussions on inclusion as compared with education in the past (p =
0.35) or the present (p = 0.38). All other differences between individual vignettes were
significant (ps < . 004). We simplified the random effect structure of this model to only estimate
the random slope of vignette type instead of the random slope for the individual so that the
model would properly converge.
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Table 17
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Past
Behavior: Individual Vignettes
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.48*
0.03
0.43, 0.54
Education past
0.17*
0.03
0.11, 0.22
Education present
0.17*
0.03
0.12, 0.23
Interpersonal confront
0.39*
0.03
0.32, 0.45
Interpersonal discuss
0.22*
0.03
0.16, 0.28
Political donation
0.38*
0.03
0.32, 0.44
Political protest
0.49*
0.03
0.44, 0.55
σ2
0.48
ICC
0.43
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.028
Note. No information is the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Table 18
Model Predicted Means for Perceived Support from Potential Ally Past Behavior: Individual
Vignettes
Past Behavior Type
Individual Vignette
N
M SE
No information

No information

3648

0.48

0.

Education

Self-educating about discrimination in the past

3557

0.64

0.

Self-educating about discrimination in the present

3553

0.65

0.

Discussing inclusivity at work

3724

0.70

0.

Confronting offensive comments in person/online

3727

0.86

0.

Donating time and money to organizations

3821

0.88

0.

Participating in political protests

3828

0.99

0.

Interpersonal Action
Political Action

3.5 Perceiver Race/Ethnicity and Allyship Behavior
We next tested whether the differences in the perceptions of potential allies taking part in
allyship behavior or not varied based on participant race/ethnicity. The interaction between
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participant race/ethnicity and the dichotomous allyship behavior variable (any allyship behavior
or no information) was not significant (χ2(2) = 2.63, p = .27; See Table 19).
We then tested whether differences in perceptions of type of past allyship behavior varied based
on participant race/ethnicity. With a model testing the interaction of allyship behavior (coded as
either education, interpersonal action, political action, or no information) and participant
race/ethnicity we again found no significant interaction (χ2(6) = 7.37, p = .29; See Table 20),
indicating that participants generally perceived political action as most supportive followed by
interpersonal action, education, and no information and these perceptions did not vary
significantly by participant race/ethnicity.

Table 19
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant Race/Ethnicity
and Dichotomous Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.80*
0.03
0.73, 0.87
Black participants
-0.11*
0.05
-0.20, -0.01
Hispanic participants
0.08
0.05
-0.02, 0.17
No information
-0.28*
0.04
-0.36, -0.20
Black participants:No information
0.01
0.06
-0.11, 0.13
Hispanic participants:No information
-0.08
0.06
-0.19, 0.04
2
σ
0.54
ICC
0.39
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
2
R
0.018
Note. Asian participants and past allyship behavior are the reference groups
(dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients.
Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Table 20
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant
Race/Ethnicity and Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.52*
0.05
0.43, 0.61
Black
-0.11
0.07
-0.24, 0.02
Hispanic
0.01
0.06
-0.12, 0.13
Education
0.20*
0.05
0.11, 0.29
Interpersonal
0.26*
0.05
0.16, 0.37
Political action
0.40*
0.05
0.30, 0.50
Black:Education
-0.10
0.07
-0.23, 0.04
Hispanic:Education
0.00
0.06
-0.12, 0.13
Black:Interpersonal
0.01
0.08
-0.14, 0.15
Hispanic:Interpersonal
0.12
0.07
-0.03, 0.26
Black:Political action
0.05
0.07
-0.10, 0.19
Hispanic:Political action
0.07
0.07
-0.07, 0.21
2
σ
0.49
ICC
0.43
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.031
Note. Asian participants and no information about past behavior are the
reference groups (dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized
regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95%
confidence intervals.

3.6 Shared Stigmatization and Allyship Behavior
We then tested whether the interaction of shared or unshared racial/ethnic identity between
participants and potential allies and the dichotomous variable of participating in allyship
behavior or not predicted perceptions of support. The interaction of same or different
race/ethnicity and allyship behavior was significant (χ2(1) = 37.48, p < .001; See Table 21).
Differences between having past allyship behavior or no information about past behavior for
same race potential allies were smaller (past behaviors: M = 1.20; SE = 0.82; no information: M
= 1.00, SE = 0.87) as compared to differences between having past allyship behavior or no
information for potential allies with unshared racial/ethnic identities (past behaviors: M = 0.65,
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SE = 0.92; no information: M = 0.33, SE = 0.96). All group post hoc comparisons were
significantly different (p < .001).

Table 21
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Same or Different
Race/Ethnicity and Dichotomous Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.66*
0.02
0.61, 0.70
Same race/ethnicity
0.53*
0.02
0.49, 0.58
No information
-0.35*
0.03
-0.40, -0.30
Same race/ethnicity:No information
0.17*
0.03
0.12, 0.23
σ2
0.39
ICC
0.53
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.079
Note. Potential allies of different race/ethnicities (relative to the participant)
and past allyship behavior are the reference groups (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
Next, we tested whether the interaction of shared or unshared racial/ethnic identity and allyship
behavior type (coded as education, interpersonal, political or no information) predicted
perceptions of support. The interaction of shared or unshared race/ethnicity and allyship behavior
was again significant (χ2(3) = 127.98, p < .001; See Table 22). For perceptions of the potential
allies with the same race/ethnicity as the participant, past behaviors of self-educating about
discrimination (M = 1.16; SE = 0.83) and interpersonal action (M = 1.16, SE = 0.82) were not
significantly different (p = .79). In contrast, for perceptions of potential allies with a different
race/ethnicity than the participant, past interpersonal action (M = 0.65, SE = 0.93) was rated as
more indicative of supportive than self-educating about discrimination (M = 0.48, SE = 0.92; p <
.001). All other differences between groups were significant (ps < .049).
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Table 22
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Same or Different
Race/Ethnicity and Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.31*
0.03
0.25, 0.36
Same race/ethnicity
0.71*
0.03
0.64, 0.77
Education
0.18*
0.03
0.13, 0.23
Interpersonal
0.36*
0.03
0.30, 0.42
Political action
0.51*
0.03
0.45, 0.57
Same race/ethnicity:Education
-0.04
0.03
-0.10, 0.03
Same race/ethnicity:Interpersonal
-0.20*
0.03
-0.26, -0.14
Same race/ethnicity:Political action
-0.28*
0.03
-0.34, -0.22
2
σ
0.33
ICC
0.59
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
R2
0.093
Note. Potential allies of different race/ethnicities (relative to the participant)
and no information about past behavior are the reference groups (dummy
coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
Finally, we tested whether an interaction between the variable of potential ally race/ethnicity
(coded as same racial/ethnicity as participant, other potential ally of color, or White) and allyship
behavior (coded as allyship behavior or not) would predict perceptions of support. The
interaction was significant (χ2(2) = 64.90, p < .001; See Table 23 and Figure 6). Participants
anticipated the most support from potential allies of shared race/ethnicity with past allyship
behavior (M = 1.20, SE = 0.82), followed by potential allies of shared race/ethnicity with no
behavioral information (M = 1.00, SE = 0.87), followed by other people of color with allyship
behavior (M = 0.72, SE = 0.89), followed by White people with allyship behavior (M = 0.53, SE
= 0.97), followed by other people of color with no behavioral information (M = 0.44, SE = 0.94),
and White people with no behavioral information (M = 0.12, SE = 0.98). All group differences
were significantly different (ps < .001). However, there were greater differences between
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behavior and no behavior ratings for other potential allies of color and White potential allies as
compared to differences in behavior ratings for potential allies of shared racial/ethnic identity
(other POC-same race/ethnicity: difference in slope estimate = 0.13, SE = 0.03, z = 4.62, p <
.001;White-same race/ethnicity: difference in slope estimate = 0.26, SE = 0.03, z = 8.06, p <
.001). Although participants generally rate potential allies of shared racial/ethnic identities as
more supportive than others, these findings imply that past allyship behavior may be a more
important cue of perceived support for potential allies of different racial or ethnic groups as
compared to potential allies of a shared race/ethnicity.

Table 23
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally
Race/Ethnicity and Dichotomous Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95 % CI
(Intercept)
0.72*
0.02
0.68, 0.77
Same race/ethnicity
0.47*
0.02
0.42, 0.52
White
-0.19*
0.02
-0.22, -0.15
No information
-0.31*
0.03
-0.36, -0.25
Same race/ethnicity:No information
0.13*
0.03
0.08, 0.19
White:No information
-0.13*
0.03
-0.19, -0.08
2
σ
0.34
ICC
0.53
Nparticipant
931
Observations
25858
2
R
0.087
Note. Other potential allies of color and past behavior are the reference
groups (dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression
coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95%
confidence intervals.
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Figure 6
Anticipated Support Predicted from Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity and Dichotomous Past
Allyship Behavior
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-2 = Extremely unlikely to 2 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Points represent means with 95% confidence intervals.

3.7 Allyship Behavior Block Order
We also tested whether participants gave different ratings based on the allyship behavior block
order, finding that participants rated potential allies as more supportive in the second block of
questions as compared to the first (χ2(1) = 54.82, b = 0.15, p < .001). Due to this difference, we
entered block order (dummy coded as 1st as 0 and 2nd as 1) as a covariate in all models to
examine any differences in likelihood ratio test results. This additional covariate entered in the
model resulted in no changes to the results.
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4.

Study 1 Discussion

In study 1 we found that Black, Hispanic, and Asian individuals tend to anticipate higher support
from potential allies of their shared racial or ethnic group, showing support for the notion that
shared stigmatized identities increases anticipated support. After ones’ ingroup, people
anticipated the most support from Black potential allies followed by Hispanic potential allies and
then by Asian and White potential allies. Participants also anticipated more support from women
than men, and the magnitude of this perception varied by potential ally race/ethnicity. We also
found that past behavior was an important cue, especially for allies of different race/ethnicities
relative to potential allies of the same race/ethnicity, providing evidence that allyship behavior
matters more for those of unshared identities.
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5.

Study 2

In Study 1, it was not possible to completely distinguish the extent to which participants’ use of
race/ethnicity and gender-specific stereotypes or shared stigmatized identities with potential
allies influenced their perceptions of allyship. For instance, did Black, Asian, and Hispanic
participants simply hold varying stereotypes about which racial/ethnic groups are perceived as
most supportive regardless of the type of discrimination experienced or did shared stigmatization
of racial/ethnic group play a role in higher support perceptions due to the offensive comment
being about race/ethnicity? Due to the challenge of separating these possibilities, we further
investigated whether similar trends would hold if participants were encountering a different type
of bias. If trends in perceptions for potential allies remained stable when compared to findings
from Study 1, this would indicate that group-specific stereotypes are driving perceptions of
allyship, whereas if experiencing a different type of bias would change the relative importance of
a shared stigmatized identity (e.g., decrease the relative importance of shared race/ethnicity and
increase the importance of shared gender), this would indicate that perceptions of shared
stigmatization are driving perceptions of allyship. Therefore, in Study 2, we investigated who
women anticipated support from when faced with sexism. Specifically, we tested whether
perceived support varied between Black, Hispanic, Asian, and White women and whether group
specific stereotypes based on race/ethnicity and gender of potential allies influenced who would
be perceived as more supportive allies. We also investigated whether shared (and potentially
stigmatized) identities of race/ethnicity and past allyship behavior predicted differing levels of
support. We were additionally interested in whether differences between perceptions of female
as compared to male allies varied based on women’s personal level of experiences with sexism.
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Based on the Rejection-Identification Model (Branscombe et al., 1999), we specifically
hypothesized that female participants would anticipate more support for women than men on
average and that participants higher in past experiences with sexism would have a greater gap in
anticipated support for female versus male allies as compared to participants lower in past
experiences with sexism. We also predicted that participants would again view political action as
the most supportive past behavior followed by interpersonal action and education about
discrimination. Based on the Study 1 significant interaction of shared racial identities and
allyship behavior, we additionally hypothesized that differences between ratings of for allies
with past allyship behavior and no past allyship behavior would be smaller for female potential
allies relative to male potential allies.
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6.

Study 2 Method

6.1 Participants
Participants were recruited to complete the study on the Project Implicit research website
(https://implicit.harvard.edu). Participants were eligible if they were a U.S. resident or citizen
that was 18 years or older and identified as a woman and as either monoracial/ethnic Black,
Hispanic, Asian, or White. To be consistent with Study 1, we again aimed to recruit
approximately 300 participants from each eligible racial or ethnic group (Black, Hispanic, Asian,
and White). We collected 1758 participants and excluded 454 participants for exiting the study
before completing the primary measures, eight participants for declining to answer all of the
primary measures, and 25 participants for missing data due to technological error. In Study 2, we
additionally excluded participants who did not pass the manipulation check question (n = 64).
The final sample (N = 1207) included 299 participants identifying as Black or African American,
302 participants identifying as Hispanic, Latino or Spanish Origin, and 297 participants
identifying as Asian, and 309 participants identifying as White. All participants identified as
women, and participant mean age was 33.6 years (SD = 14.8). Ideologically, 50.1% identified as
liberal, 30.4% identified as moderate, 16.1% identified as conservative, and 3.3% did not report
their political ideology.

6.2 Procedure
The procedure for Study 2 was similar to that of Study 1. Participants were again
randomly assigned to complete two of four potential blocks of questions assessing their
perceived likelihood that an imagined acquaintance would support them if someone were to
make an offensive comment to them, but rather than the offensive comment being about their
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race or ethnicity, the offensive comment was about their gender. The four potential blocks
included vignettes mentioning that their imagined acquaintance – the potential ally – had taken
part in one of various types of anti-sexist behavior including education, interpersonal action, or
political action. Alternatively, they were told about the potential ally with no mention of past
allyship behavior. The potential ally vignettes had the same number of blocks and questions as in
Study 1. After completing two perceptions of allyship blocks, participants completed a
manipulation check question, the Gender-Career IAT, the Modified Schedule of Sexist Events,
and one item assessing subjective socio-economic status. Participants were then debriefed.

6.3 Materials
6.3.1 Potential Ally Vignettes
Just as in Study 1, in each of the four possible question blocks participants were asked to imagine
an acquaintance who is either described as Black, Hispanic, Asian, or White and as either as a
woman or a man for eight possible identity combinations presented within subjects (e.g.,
“Imagine you had an acquaintance who was an Asian woman”). This was entirely consistent
with Study 1.
The blocks including mention of past allyship behavior in Study 2 referenced anti-sexist allyship
behaviors in place of the anti-racist allyship behaviors mentioned in Study 1. For instance, in the
education block participants were told that their imagined acquaintance educated him or herself
about discrimination that women experience either currently in the United States or throughout
American history (e.g., “She informs herself about how women have been discriminated against
throughout the course of American history”) In the interpersonal action block, participants were
told that their acquaintance participants in discussions about how to be more inclusive to women
at work or that the acquaintance confronts offensive comments in person an online that they hear
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about women (e.g., “He confronts offensive comments about women he hears in person or sees
online”). In the political action block, participants were told that their acquaintance either attends
political protests advocating for gender equality for women or donates their time and money to
organizations to support women (e.g., “She donates her time and money to organizations that
support women in her community.”). As in Study 1, all participants were randomly presented
with two of the four potential blocks of vignettes (education, interpersonal action, political
action, or no behavior). All vignettes within each block were presented in random order.

6.3.2 Key Dependent Measure
Perceived Support
Below each potential ally vignette, participants were asked two questions to assess the extent to
which they anticipated that each potential ally would support them if they were to experience
gender discrimination. To assess perceptions that potential allies would respond emotionally on
the participant’s behalf we asked: “What is the likelihood that [she/he] would become angry on
your behalf if someone made an offensive comment to you based on your gender?” Representing
a slight change from Study 1, the question was measured on a 7-point scale of -3 (Extremely
unlikely) to 3 (Extremely likely). To assess perceptions that the potential ally would take action to
support the participant we asked: “What is the likelihood that [she/he] would take action to
support you if someone made an offensive comment to you based on your gender?” The question
was also measured on a 7-point scale of -3 (Extremely unlikely) to 3 (Extremely likely).
Responses to these two questions were again averaged together to form the perceived support
outcome variable (ω = .92).
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6.3.2 Additional Measures
Among these additional measures, the manipulation check question and the Modified Schedule
of Sexist Events measures are included in the results, while the other measures were included as
exploratory and are not included in the current report.
Manipulation Check
To assess whether participants were paying attention to the study, after completing the
perceptions of allyship blocks, we included a manipulation check question: “Which of the
following people were you not asked to make perceptions about?” with answers being: “Hispanic
woman,” “American Indian man” (correct), “Asian woman,” and “White man.”
Gender-Career IAT
As an exploratory measure, participants completed an Implicit Association Test assessing
implicit associations for women and men with family and career words (Nosek et al., 2007).
Participants were asked to sort male and female names (e.g., Ben, Paul, Anna, Julia) and family
or career words (e.g., career, office, family, home) to the left or right of the screen. Reaction
times for sorting were compared for trials in which “Family” was paired with “Male” and
“Career” was paired with “Female” relative to trials in which “Family” was paired with
“Female” and “Male” was paired with “Career” to assess implicit associations of men and
women with family or careers. The IAT had the same block and trial structure as the IAT in
Study 1.
Modified Schedule of Sexist Events
Participants completed a 13-item scale to assess severity of experiences with discrimination
based on gender (example item: “As a woman how often…Have you been treated unfairly by
your employers, bosses and supervisors?”) (Klonoff & Landrine, 1995; modified by Bowleg et
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al., 2008). The scale was highly reliable (ω = .88) and reliability was consistent across
participant racial/ethnic groups (ω = .88-90).
MacArthur Scale of Subjective Social Status (Adler et al., 2000)
The one item scale was again included to assess subjective social status in the U.S. as an
exploratory measure.
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7.

Study 2 Results

As with Study 1, we conducted linear mixed models fit with maximum likelihood estimation.
Analyses were preregistered at
https://osf.io/8mnkv/?view_only=acaa67a4e3a94f259f9f68248d5a52a1. For all models reported
we included a random intercept of participant. The intraclass correlation for a model with
participants as a random intercept and no predictors included was .399, indicating that 39.9% of
the variance in the outcome of perceptions of support was between participants and that 60.1% of
the variance in perceptions of support was within participants’ responses. We again included
within subjects manipulated predictors as random slopes for the models presented below. Just as
in Study 1, we adjusted the random structure of the models only to ensure model convergence,
and we note which models needed random effect structure adjustments throughout. Raw means
and standard deviations are reported. Analyses were again conducted in R using the same
packages as for Study 1.

7.1 Perceiver Race/Ethnicity
We first tested whether participant racial or ethnic identity predicted differences in average
levels of perceived support from allies. With a model including participant race/ethnicity as a
predictor (χ2(3) = 16.57, p < .001; See Table 24), we found that Asian women (M = 1.35, SE =
0.05) and White women (M = 1.34, SE = 0.05) anticipated the highest average support followed
by Hispanic women (M = 1.22, SE = 0.05) and Black women (M = 1.08, SE = 0.05). Asian
women and White women both had significantly higher average ratings than Black women
(Asian-Black: MD = 0.27, SE = 0.08, z = 3.58, p = .002; White-Black: MD = 0.26, SE = 0.08, z =
3.42, p = .003). All other group comparisons were not significant (ps > .27).
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Table 24
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
1.35*
0.05
1.24, 1.46
Black
-0.27*
0.08
-0.42, -0.12
Hispanic
-0.13
0.08
-0.28, 0.02
White
-0.01
0.08
-0.16, 0.13
2
σ
1.25
ICC
0.40
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
2
R
0.006
Note. Asian participants are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b values
are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant
effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

7.2 Group-Specific Stereotypes
We then tested whether the potential ally manipulations of race/ethnicity and gender influenced
the participants perceptions of support. We first entered potential ally gender (woman or man)
into the model. We found that participants anticipated significantly more support from female
potential allies (M = 1.54, SE = 0.03) as compared to male potential allies (M = 0.95, SE = 0.03;
χ2(1) = 643.68, p < .001; See Table 25).
Table 25
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Gender
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.95*
0.03
0.89, 1.01
woman
0.59*
0.02
0.55, 0.63
2
σ
1.08
ICC
0.46
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
R2
0.041
Note. Male potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Next, we tested whether the potential ally manipulations of gender and potential ally
race/ethnicity independently influenced perceived support by entering both predictors in the
model. Potential ally gender remained significant (χ2(1) = 642.85, p < .001), and potential ally
race/ethnicity also significantly predicted perceived support (χ2(1) = 527.27, p < .001; See Table
26). Follow up tests for potential ally race/ethnicity revealed that Black potential allies (M =
1.69, SE = 0.03) were perceived as most supportive followed by Hispanic potential allies (M =
1.31, SE = 0.03), and then by White potential allies (M = 1.01, SE = 0.03) and Asian potential
allies (M = 0.97, SE = 0.04). Ratings for all groups were significantly different (ps < .001)
except between White and Asian potential allies (p = .26).
Table 26
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential
Ally Gender and Race/Ethnicity, No Interaction
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.67*
0.04
0.60, 0.75
woman
0.59*
0.02
0.55, 0.63
Black
0.72*
0.03
0.66, 0.78
Hispanic
0.34*
0.02
0.29, 0.38
White
0.04
0.02
-0.00, 0.09
2
σ
0.77
ICC
0.60
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
2
R
0.081
Note. Male and Asian potential allies are the reference groups
(dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression
coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based on
95% confidence intervals.
Finally, we tested whether the interaction between potential ally gender and race/ethnicity
predicted perceived support. We found a significant interaction of potential ally gender and
race/ethnicity (χ2(3) = 73.44, p < .001; See Table 27 and Figure 7). Follow up tests revealed that
on average participants anticipated the highest support from Black women (M = 1.97, SE =
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0.03), followed by Hispanic women (M = 1.62, SE = 0.03), Black men (M = 1.41, SE = 0.03),
White women (M = 1.36, SE = 0.03), Asian women (M = 1.21, SE = 0.03), Hispanic men (M =
0.99, SE = 0.03), Asian men (M = 0.73, SE = 0.04), and White men (M = 0.67, SE = 0.04). All
groups had significantly different ratings (ps < .038) except differences between Black men and
White women (p = .17).
Table 27
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Gender
and Race/Ethnicity, with Interaction
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.73*
0.04
0.65, 0.81
woman
0.48*
0.03
0.42, 0.53
Black
0.68*
0.03
0.61, 0.74
Hispanic
0.26*
0.03
0.21, 0.31
White
-0.07*
0.03
-0.12, -0.01
woman:Black
0.08*
0.03
0.03, 0.13
woman:Hispanic
0.15*
0.03
0.10, 0.20
woman:White
0.22*
0.03
0.17, 0.28
2
σ
0.77
ICC
0.60
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
2
R
0.081
Note. Male and Asian potential allies are the reference groups (dummy
coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 7
Anticipated Support Predicted from Potential Ally Gender and Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-3 = Extremely unlikely to 3 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Points represent means with 95% confidence intervals.

7.3 Shared Stigmatization
We then tested whether the participant and the potential ally having the same race/ethnicity or
different race/ethnicities would predict anticipated support (coded as same or different) and
potential ally gender would independently predict anticipated support. With potential ally gender
and same or different race/ethnicity predictors in the model we found a significant effect of
shared race/ethnicity (χ2(1) = 138.60, p < .001; See Table 28), with potential ally gender
remaining significant. On average, participants anticipated higher support from potential allies of
shared racial/ethnic identities (M = 1.48, SE = 0.03) as compared to potential allies of different
racial/ethnic groups (M = 1.17, SE = 0.03).
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Table 28
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Gender
and Same or Different Race/Ethnicity, No Interaction
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.87*
0.03
0.81, 0.94
woman
0.59*
0.02
0.55, 0.63
same race/ethnicity
0.31*
0.03
0.26, 0.36
2
σ
0.94
ICC
0.53
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
R2
0.050
Note. Male potential allies and potential allies of different race/ethnicities
relative to the participants are the reference groups (dummy coded as 0). b
values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
Next, we tested whether there was an interaction between potential ally gender and shared
racial/ethnic identity. We found a significant interaction (χ2(1) = 19.38, p < .001; See Table 29).
Follow up tests revealed that participants anticipated the highest support from women of shared
racial/ethnic identities (M = 1.82, SE = 1.81) followed by women of other racial/ethnic groups
(M = 1.45, SE = 0.03) followed by men of shared racial/ethnic identities (M = 1.14, SE = 0.03),
followed by men of other racial/ethnic groups (M = 0.89, SE = 0.03). For ratings of female
potential allies, differences between shared and unshared racial/ethnic identities were larger as
compared to differences in ratings between male potential allies of shared or unshared
racial/ethnic identities (slope difference estimate = 0.11, SE = 0.02, z = 4.40, p < .001).
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Table 29
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Gender and Same
or Different Race/Ethnicity, with Interaction
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.89*
0.03
0.82, 0.95
woman
0.56*
0.02
0.52, 0.60
same race/ethnicity
0.26*
0.03
0.20, 0.31
woman:same race/ethnicity
0.11*
0.02
0.06, 0.16
2
σ
0.94
ICC
0.53
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
R2
0.050
Note. Male potential allies and potential allies of different race/ethnicities relative to
the participants are the reference groups (dummy coded as 0). b values are
unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based
on 95% confidence intervals.
We then tested whether the effect of shared race/ethnic identity between participant and potential
ally varied based on participant race/ethnicity. We found a significant interaction (χ2(3) = 450.78,
p < .001; See Table 30). For Black and Hispanic participants, allies of shared racial/ethnic
identities were viewed as more supportive than allies of other identities (Black participants: MD =
1.13, SE = 0.04, z = 26.34, p < .001; Hispanic participants: MD = 0.32, SE = 0.04, z = -7.44, p <
.001). However, for Asian participants, Asian potential allies were perceived as less supportive
than other potential allies (MD = -0.13, SE = 0.04, z = -2.97, p = 0.033). For White participants,
there were no differences in average perceptions between White potential allies and other
potential allies (p = 1.00).
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Table 30
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant Race/Ethnicity and
Same or Different Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
1.38*
0.06
1.27, 1.49
Black participants
-0.59*
0.08
-0.75, -0.43
Hispanic participants
-0.24*
0.08
-0.40, -0.09
White participants
-0.03
0.08
-0.19, 0.13
same race/ethnicity
-0.13*
0.04
-0.21, -0.04
Black participants:same race/ethnicity
1.25*
0.06
1.13, 1.37
Hispanic participants:same race/ethnicity
0.44*
0.06
0.33, 0.56
White participants:same race/ethnicity
0.06
0.06
-0.05, 0.18
σ2
1.12
ICC
0.44
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
R2
0.037
Note. Asian participants and potential allies of different race/ethnicities relative to the
participants are the reference groups (dummy coded as 0). b values are
unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects based
on 95% confidence intervals.
We then tested whether perceptions of support based on potential ally race/ethnicity would
depend on participant race/ethnicity. We included predictors of participant race/ethnicity,
potential ally race/ethnicity, and their interaction. The interaction was significant (χ2(9) = 282.22,
p < .001; See Table 31 and Figure 8). For Black participants, Black potential allies were
perceived as most supportive (M = 1.92, SE = 0.05) followed by Hispanic potential allies (M =
1.12, SE = 0.06), and then by White potential allies (M = 0.69, SE = 0.07) and Asian potential
allies (M = 0.57, SE = 0.07). For Black participants, all differences were significant (ps < .001)
except between White and Asian potential allies (p = 0.54). For Hispanic participants, Black
potential allies were perceived as most supportive (M = 1.60, SE = 0.05) followed by Hispanic
potential allies (M = 1.46, SE = 0.06), then by Asian potential allies (M = 0.93, SE = 0.0) and
White potential allies (M = 0.90, SE = 0.07). All differences were significant (ps < .012) except
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between Asian and White potential allies (p = 1.00). For Asian participants, Black potential allies
(M = 1.63, SE = 0.05) were perceived as most supportive followed by Hispanic potential allies
(M = 1.34, SE = 0.06), Asian potential allies (M = 1.25, SE = 0.07), and White potential allies
(M = 1.17, SE = 0.07). For Asian participants, all differences were significant (ps < .021) except
between Hispanic and Asian potential allies (p = .85) and between Asian and White potential
allies (p = 1.00). For White participants, Black potential allies (M = 1.60, SE = 0.05) were
perceived as most supportive followed by Hispanic potential allies (M = 1.32, SE = 0.06), White
potential allies (M = 1.29, SE = 0.06) and Asian potential allies (M = 1.14, SE = 0.07). For
White participants, all differences were significant (ps < .002) except between Hispanic and
White potential allies (p = 1.00) and between White and Asian potential allies (p = .080).
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Table 31
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant and Potential Ally
Race/Ethnicity
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
1.25*
0.07
1.12, 1.39
Black participants
-0.68*
0.10
-0.87, -0.49
Hispanic participants
-0.34*
0.10
-0.53, -0.15
White participants
-0.12
0.10
-0.31, 0.07
Black potential allies
0.38*
0.06
0.27, 0.49
Hispanic potential allies
0.09*
0.04
0.01, 0.18
White potential allies
-0.08
0.04
-0.18, 0.02
Black participants:Black potential allies
0.97*
0.08
0.81, 1.12
Hispanic participants:Black potential allies
0.31*
0.08
0.15, 0.46
White participants:Black potential allies
0.09
0.08
-0.07, 0.24
Black participants:Hispanic potential allies
0.45*
0.06
0.33, 0.57
Hispanic participants:Hispanic potential allies
0.45*
0.06
0.33, 0.57
White participants:Hispanic potential allies
0.09
0.06
-0.03, 0.21
Black participants:White potential allies
0.20*
0.07
0.06, 0.33
Hispanic participants:White potential allies
0.07
0.07
-0.07, 0.21
White participants:White potential allies
0.23*
0.07
0.09, 0.36
σ2
0.98
ICC
0.50
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
R2
0.057
Note. Asian participants and Asian potential allies are the reference groups (dummy
coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks represent
significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 8
Anticipated Support Predicted from Participant Race/Ethnicity and Potential Ally Race/Ethnicity
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-3 = Extremely unlikely to 3 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Points represent means with 95% confidence intervals.
We then tested whether level of past experiences with sexism and potential ally gender interacted
to predict anticipated support. We included the predictors of potential ally gender, mean-centered
experiences with sexism, and their interaction in the model. We found a significant interaction
(χ2(1) = 23.17, p < .001; See Table 32 and Figure 9). The model predicted that for participants at
mean levels of experiences with sexism, female potential allies were rated 0.59 higher than male
potential allies (SE = 0.02, t(1104.68) = 28.40, p < 001), For participants one standard deviation
higher than the mean of experiences with sexism at 0.58, female potential allies were rated 0.69
higher than male potential allies (SE = 0.03, t(1110.52) = 23.50, p < 001). In contrast, for
participants one standard deviation lower than the mean of experiences with sexism at -0.58,
female potential allies were rated 0.49 higher than male potential allies (SE = 0.03, t(1104.56) =
16.64, p < .001). In other words, for participants with higher experiences with sexism as
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compared to lower, there were greater differences between ratings for female and male potential
allies.
Table 32
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Participant Past
Experiences with Sexism and Potential Ally Gender
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.95*
0.03
0.88, 1.01
female potential ally
0.59*
0.02
0.55, 0.63
SSE
-0.13*
0.06
-0.24, -0.02
female potential ally:SSE
0.17*
0.04
0.10, 0.24
2
σ
1.09
ICC
0.46
Nparticipant
1121
Observations
30936
2
R
0.043
Note. Male potential allies are the reference group (dummy coded as 0).
The Modified Schedule of Sexist Events (SSE) measure is meancentered. b values are unstandardized regression coefficients. Asterisks
represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 9
Anticipated Support Predicted from Participant Experiences with Sexism and Potential Ally
Gender
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-3 = Extremely unlikely to 3 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Lines represent means levels with 95% confidence intervals. Participant
experiences with sexism is mean centered at 0.
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7.4 Allyship Behavior
We then tested whether past allyship behavior of the potential ally was a significant predictor of
anticipated support. As hypothesized, participants anticipated the most support from potential
allies who had taken part in political action, followed by interpersonal action, education, and no
mention of past behavior (χ2(3) = 348.65, p < .001; See Table 33 for regression coefficients and
Table 34 for model estimated means). All differences between group ratings were significant (p
< .001).
Table 33
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential
Ally Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.76*
0.04
0.68, 0.83
Education
0.34*
0.04
0.26, 0.41
Interpersonal
0.64*
0.04
0.56, 0.72
Political Action
0.81*
0.04
0.73, 0.89
2
σ
1.06
ICC
0.47
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
2
R
0.038
Note. No information about past behavior is the reference
group (dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized
regression coefficients. Asterisks represent significant effects
based on 95% confidence intervals.

Table 34
Model Predicted Means of Perceived Support from Potential
Ally Past Behavior
Past Behavior
No information

N
5057

M
0.76

SE
0.04

Education

9474

1.09

0.04

Interpersonal

9291

1.39

0.04

Political Action

9427

1.57

0.04
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7.5 Shared Stigmatization and Allyship Behavior
Lastly, we tested whether the predictors of potential ally gender and allyship behavior would
interact to predict perceived support. We hypothesized that differences among anticipated
support based on past behavior would be greater for potential ally men as compared to potential
ally women. We found a significant interaction (χ2(3) = 161.96, p < 001; See Table 35 and
Figure 10). For ratings of both female and male potential allies, participants anticipated the
highest support from those who had taken part in political action (MF = 1.77, SE = 0.04; MM =
1.36, SE = 0.04) followed by interpersonal action (MF = 1.67, SE = 0.04; MM = 1.14, SE = 0.04),
education (MF = 1.43, SE = 0.04; MM = 0.75, SE = 0.04), and no past behavior (MF = 1.18, SE =
0.04; MM = 0.34, SE = 0.04). However, there were greater differences between past allyship
behavior ratings for male potential allies as compared to female potential allies (slope difference
estimate = -1.43, SE = 0.11, z = -12.62, p < .001), indicating that past behavior was a larger cue
of anticipated support for male potential allies than for female potential allies.
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Table 35
Mixed Model Predicting Anticipated Support from Potential Ally Gender
and Past Behavior
Predictors
b
SE
95% CI
(Intercept)
0.34*
0.04
0.26, 0.42
woman
0.83*
0.03
0.77, 0.90
Education
0.41*
0.04
0.33, 0.49
Interpersonal
0.80*
0.05
0.71, 0.89
Political Action
1.02*
0.05
0.93, 1.11
woman:Education
-0.15*
0.04
-0.22, -0.08
woman:Interpersonal
-0.31*
0.04
-0.39, -0.24
woman:Political
-0.42*
0.04
-0.49, -0.35
2
σ
0.87
ICC
0.55
Nparticipant
1207
Observations
33249
2
R
0.081
Note. Male potential allies and no information are the reference groups
(dummy coded as 0). b values are unstandardized regression coefficients.
Asterisks represent significant effects based on 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 10
Anticipated Support Predicted from Potential Ally Gender and Past Allyship Behavior
Note. Anticipated Support axis (-3 = Extremely unlikely to 3 = Extremely unlikely) is truncated to
show differences. Points represent means with 95% confidence intervals.
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7.6 Allyship Behavior Block Order
We again tested whether participants gave different ratings based on the allyship behavior block
order, and as in Study 1, we found that participants rated potential allies as more supportive in
the second block of questions as compared to the first (χ2(1) = 84.53, b = 0.26, p < .001). We
again entered block order (dummy coded as 1st as 0 and 2nd as 1) in models as a covariate to
examine any differences. The additional covariate entered in the models resulted in no changes
to results.
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8.

Discussion

In Study 2 we again found that perception of allyship, or who is viewed as supportive when
women experience sexism, varied by perceiver characteristics of race/ethnicity, potential ally
gender race/ethnicity, shared stigmatized identities, and past behavior. Asian and White
participants anticipated higher support on average than Hispanic participants. As predicted,
female potential allies were perceived as more supportive than male potential allies. We also
found that potential ally race/ethnicity as well as the interaction of race/ethnicity and gender
predicted levels of support, with Black women and Hispanic women being perceived as most
supportive and Asian men and White men being perceived as least supportive. We additionally
found that the amount of personal experiences with sexism moderated anticipated support for
female and male potential allies in that participants high in experiences with sexism had a bigger
gap between support for women and men as compared to participants with less direct
experiences with sexism. In regard to past behavior, female participants perceived potential allies
who took part in political action to be most supportive followed by interpersonal, education, and
no information about past behavior. Past behavior and potential ally gender interacted in that past
allyship behaviors were more meaningful cue of support relative to no allyship behavior for male
allies as compared to the female allies.
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9.

General Discussion

In both studies, we sought to investigate who individuals perceived as allies when they encounter
discrimination. We found that for experiencing racism, perceptions of support varied based on
participant race/ethnicity, such that Hispanic participants anticipated higher support than Black
participants and Asian participants perceptions were not significantly different than either of the
other groups. For experiencing sexism, Asian and White women perceived higher support than
Black women, with perceptions of Hispanic women with no significant differences between
other groups. We found no evidence that average levels of support varied between men and
women in Study 1. Black potential allies were generally perceived as most supportive followed
by Hispanic, Asian, and White potential allies. This pattern held for both studies, except that for
experiences with sexism (Study 2) there were no differences between perceptions of Asian and
White potential allies. In both studies, women were perceived as more supportive than men as
potential allies, although the gender mattered more experiences of sexism in Study 2. Allyship
behavior was a meaningful cue of anticipated support in both studies with participants
consistently viewing political action, interpersonal behavior, and education as more supportive
than no past behavior. The influence of past behavior was moderated by whether the potential
ally had shared stigmatization based on the identity targeted by the offensive comment
(race/ethnicity: Study 1; gender: Study 2). Past behavior mattered less for allies with shared
stigmatization. Lastly, Study 2 also provided evidence that women with higher experiences of
sexism had greater differences in perceived support from female versus male potential allies.
In both studies, we found average differences between anticipated support for some racial/ethnic
groups studied. Black participants perceiving lower support for racial discrimination in Study 1
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as compared to Hispanic participants. For support after sexism, Black women perceived lower
average support as compared to Asian and White women. Upon investigating differences by
potential ally racial identity for Black participants, we find that the low average support
anticipated by Black participants relative to others is contrasted with anticipating high support
from other Black people. However, all participant groups in both studies anticipated high
average support from Black potential allies. These findings suggest that Black individuals face
higher expectations of being allies for other groups relative to the support they anticipate
receiving from other groups. This trend may be especially salient for Black women, due to being
perceived as the most supportive across both studies.
Both studies additionally found that both potential ally race/ethnicity and gender were used as
cues when individuals perceived who would be an ally, but the amount by which participants
used these cues varied by the identity (race/ethnicity or gender) that was being targeted in the
study scenario. Women were seen as somewhat more supportive as allies for racial
discrimination than men in Study 1 while women were viewed as even more supportive than
men for gender discrimination in Study 2. We can compare the unstandardized beta coefficients
and R2 values to understand the relative importance of potential ally gender and race/ethnicity in
each study. In Study 1, with a model including predictors of potential ally race/ethnicity and
gender, Black individuals were perceived as 0.61 scale units more supportive than White
individuals (the largest group difference by race/ethnicity, R2 = .054), while women were
perceived as only 0.11 scale units more supportive than men on the 5-point scale (R2 = .004),
indicating that the largest difference based on race/ethnicity was more than 5 times the gender
difference. In the same analysis for Study 2 on a 7-point scale, Black individuals were rated as
.72 scale units more supportive than Asian individuals (the largest group difference by
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race/ethnicity, R2 = .032), while women were perceived as .59 scale units more supportive than
men (R2 = .043). These comparisons highlight that although the potential ally race/ethnicity and
gender were both significant predictors in both studies, the relative importance of gender as
compared to race/ethnicity increased for experiences of sexism as compared to racism.
These findings suggesting that the relative importance of ally identities vary by type of
discrimination supports the arguments of the Stigma-Based Solidarity model (Craig & Richeson,
2016), that the dimension of stigmatization (whether that be race/ethnicity or gender) matters for
coalitional attitudes. Although shared racial/ethnic identity mattered for experiences of racism in
Study 1, Black participants were the only group that anticipated the highest support for their
racial/ethnic ingroup for experiences of sexism. Combining this trend with the finding that
participants, irrespective of their own race/ethnicity, anticipate higher support from Black
potential allies as compared other potential allies in Study 2, supports the notion that people hold
racial stereotypes about which groups will be supportive in a way that is not reducible to shared
stigmatization. Stereotypes about emotional expressivity of different racial groups, specifically
stereotypes associating Black people with anger (Hugenberg, 2005), and East Asian people with
lower emotionality (Adam and Shirako, 2013), may be playing a role in these perceptions.
Regarding the Racial Position Model (Zou & Cheryan, 2017), participants did not consistently
anticipate higher support from racial groups who face similar stigma. For example, in Study 1,
Black participants anticipated higher support from Hispanic participants as compared to other
groups, but Asian participants did not anticipate higher support from Hispanic participants as
compared to Black participants. Although further direct tests of the relevance of the Racial
Position Model for perceptions of allyship would be useful, these findings suggest that other
stereotypes and intergroup perceptions are influencing perceptions more than whether a group
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experiences similar stigma based on the dimensions proposed by Zou & Cheryan (2017). In
summation, both racial/ethnic and gender-specific stereotypes and shared stigmatization play a
role in perceptions of allyship for individual experiencing discrimination, although the degree to
which shared stigmatization influences perceptions more so than stereotypes varies based on
whether one’s shared stigmatized identity is being actively targeted by bias.
Studies 1 and 2 also provide consistent evidence that a record of past allyship behavior was
indicative of whether a person would be perceived as an ally in the future. Political action as a
past behavior, including participating in protests and donating time and money to organizations,
was perceived as most indicative of anticipated support after discrimination. Interpersonal
behavior, including confronting interpersonal bias participating in discussions about inclusion, as
well as the behavior of educating oneself about discrimination were also viewed as more
supportive relative to no information about past behavior. Taken together, the differences in past
behavior indicate that the more active and involved the past behavior was (e.g., protesting versus
reading about discrimination), the more the behavior was indicative of future support.
We also found that allyship behavior mattered more for allies of different identities relative to
the perceiver (race/ethnicity in Study 1; gender in Study 2). For allies with the same
race/ethnicity when encountering racism or the same gender when encountering sexism, behavior
mattered to some extent, but participants also appeared to give these allies the benefit of the
doubt. For allies with differing racial or ethnic groups (Study 1) or for men (Study 2), greater
scrutiny is given to past behavior, because past supportive behavior is no longer inferred by
identity. These findings imply that although allies of shared identities are generally perceived as
more supportive, allies of different identities do have the potential to be perceived as supportive,
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and consequently, to meaningfully contribute to anti-racist and anti-sexist causes, if they focus
on understanding the perspectives of others and taking action to reduce inequality.

9.1 Implications for People with Stigmatized Identities
For those targeted by racism or sexism, the current work highlights cues, namely race/ethnicity,
gender, and past behavior, that are influential in perceiving allyship. These findings have
important implications for perceived support and belonging in the workplace and social spaces.
As Moser & Branscombe (2021) find, the presence of allies can enhance marginalized
individuals’ perceptions of support in a new workplace. Therefore, if people targeted by
discrimination do not perceive allies to be present in a space, this may lead them to disengage or
depart due to a concern that they would not be supported. For example, an Asian woman may
look for the presence of Asian employees and other employees of color and pay attention to any
allyship behaviors among racial outgroup employees to determine whether she would be
supported if she experienced racial bias at work. A Latina woman may look for the presence of
female, Black, and Hispanic employees as well as cues to suggest allyship behavior especially
among men to determine who to turn to for support if she experienced sexism at her workplace.
These implications suggest that diversity and inclusion efforts to both increase representation
among groups with underrepresented identities with simultaneously promoting allyship
behaviors among people with over-represented and unstigmatized identities would promote
perceived support among people of color and women in professional spaces.

9.2 Implications for Potential Allies
Just as these findings for anticipated support have implications for those targeted with
discrimination, the findings also have implications for those who are viewed as potential allies.
People perceived to be more likely to become angry and take action after discrimination may be
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more heavily relied on to provide social support for groups with marginalized identities.
Although having supportive allies is beneficial if someone anticipates experiencing or encounters
bias (Hildebrand et al., 2020; Moser & Branscombe, 2021), it may be personally challenging for
allies if they are consistently relied on to provide support for many people. The additional labor
and responsibilities expected of people of color, women, and to an even greater extent, women of
color has been studied in the context of expectations for service work and mentorship in
academia (Hirshfield & Joseph, 2012). These extra responsibilities are not commonly considered
in evaluation processes, which means that people with marginalized identities are often
disadvantaged for promotion and hiring. Additionally, if allies choose to directly confront
offensive remarks, they may face backlash such as being viewed as overreacting, especially if
they belong to a marginalized group targeted by the comment (Czopp, 2019; Czopp & Monteith,
2003).

9.3 Limitations and Future Directions
In our studies, participants were asked to envision that they encountered an offensive racist or
sexist comment and where then asked to report who would likely support them. In the real world,
perceptions of support may depend on a few additional factors that were not measured in the
current study. For instance, it is possible that whether the biased comment was subtle or blatant
may influence who people view as supportive in real world situations. Additionally, existing
relationships that individuals who are targeted with bias have with potential allies may also
influence who they anticipate support from. The current study also investigated perceptions of
allies, so it is possible that actual trends of who supports whom after bias is experienced do not
consistently map on to these perceptions.
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The present studies also do not thoroughly investigate the specific psychological mechanisms
that are driving the differences of perceiving some groups of people are more supportive than
others. Although we find that people generally anticipate more support from potential allies who
share the identity that is being negatively targeted in the situation as compared to potential allies
of different identities, and that past behavior influences these perceptions, future work should
further explore what drives these perceptions. For example, based on the Rejection-Identification
Model (Branscombe et al., 1999), it is possible that people who more strongly identify with their
stigmatized identities perceive larger gaps in support between ingroup and outgroup members.
This would be consistent with findings from Study 2 that for women who have experienced more
sexism, and therefore may had higher gender identification, had greater gaps between
perceptions of support of female and male allies as compared to women with lower experiences
with sexism. Future work is important to further understand the relationship between level of
identification with one’s stigmatized group(s) and allyship perception.

9.4 Conclusion
In our studies we find that for individuals experiencing discrimination, determining who will
show support is multifaceted process. Across studies on anti-racism and anti-sexism allyship
perception, participants used cues of race/ethnicity and gender of potential allies, shared
stigmatization, and past behavior to form beliefs about who would support them. These findings
have important implications for interpersonal interactions and person perception which can
inform how people with marginalized identities may decide to seek help from others in the
stressful situation of experiencing racial or gender bias. Even more broadly, we argue the current
work can inform intergroup coalitional building tendencies, or who seeks help from whom, in
efforts to reduce racial and gender bias and promote inclusion.
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